Your Edge in Pipeline Rehab Innovation

Rehab Cutters for
Laterals & Drain Lines
Powerful Air-Driven Cutters for Small Diameters

Small-Diameter Rehab Cutters

Air-Driven, Multi-Axis Cutters That Power Through Any Material
Exceed expectations, outperform the competition and
maximize profit—lateral and drain line cutters from PRT
help you do all three. They deliver unmatched versatility
and power, giving you the confidence to meet every
challenge head-on.

Nano Easy

Micro Light

Auto Plus

3–4”

3–6”

3–6”

up to 6”

8–10”

8–10”

push

push

auto-creep

length

51’ or 82’

96’
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display

3.5” LCD

3.5” LCD

10.1” tablet PC

swivel

auto (90°)

auto (90°)

auto (90°)

rotation

manual

auto (400°)

auto (400°)

viewing

camera w/ lights

camera w/ lights

camera w/ lights

pipe diameter
pipe diameter with extensions

Three different models provide a range of capabilities to
meet your needs: Whether you’re working in residential
service lines, commercial laterals or both, PRT’s selection
of cutters get the job done. And with a wide selection of
bits for each model, these cutters provide precise cutting
power for a variety of line materials.

propulsion

Support Makes the Difference
When technical challenges arise, our support personnel are
at the ready. Many of our techs come from the contracting
world and understand that profitability depends on uptime.
Micro Light

Auto Plus

Nano Easy

Bit of Advice
Our wide selection of bits means you can make cleaner,
more precise cuts in a wide range of materials. The right bit
lasts longer, cuts faster and protects your cutter.

www.pipelinert.com
mail@pipelinert.com

Try Before You Buy
diamond
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finishing

(866) 936-8476

carbide
half-globe for
finishing

Ask us about rental options. With competitive rates, flexible
terms and on-site training, there’s no reason not to have the
best tool for the job—even on a tight budget.
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